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Talk Abstract

Geophysical data gathered in archaeological sites have a lack of perceptibility regarding
buried structures, i.e., it is not possible to recognize useful information related to structures
in the signal. This issue might be caused by soil conditions, which raise the signal to noise
ratio and limit proper interpretation of the results. A beginning hypothesis was proposed
to overcome this problem: low perceptibility data may contain useful information that is
intermingled with background noise and may be revealed by combining two geophysi-
cal datasets taken at the same location. Data fusion is a concept that allows two input
datasets to be combined to create a new dataset that is more informative, sharper, and
of higher quality than the inputs alone. This method is commonly utilized in brain tumor
identification in medical imagingmethodologies. When used to geophysical datasets, data
fusion can improve the information extracted from the results. The suggested geophysi-
cal data fusion method was applied to datasets gathered at an archaeological site using
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) and vertical magnetic gradient (MAG) [1]. The technique
employs the 2D Wavelet transform [2,3], multiresolution singular value decomposition [4],
and image gradient [5]. This is a decision-level data fusion technique used in the trans-
formed domain. The results of the testing reveal that the suggested data fusion approach
yields a more detailed output with higher clarity and quality than the input data alone, even
when processed using standard processing operations with the best user parametrization.
The increase in sharpness and quality was graphically validated andmonitored in different
stages by calculating the sharpness and BRISQUE quality index.
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